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I. INTRODUCTION 
When determining stability properties of neutral functional differential 
equations (hereditary equations), the major difficulties arise due to the asso- 
ciated difference equation. Therefore to understand stability problems for 
hereditary equations it is first necessary to understand these problems for 
difference equations. In [2], Hale and Cruz define the concept of a stable 
difference operator. It turns out that this class of difference operators is 
sometimes “supper sensitive” to perturbations. In Section III we present a 
subclass of these equations which retain their stability under appropriate 
perturbations. We also generalize Hale and Cruz’s results [2] to include 
difference equations on the Banach space of pth power integrable functions 
L P, and essentially bounded functions L, . 
To motivate the results in Section III we will discuss a special linear auto- 
nomous difference equation in Section II. 
II. SPECIAL CASE 
In this section, we will discuss the equation 
x(f) - i 44 - T,> =4(O) - f &#(--7*), % = 6, (2.11 
a=1 I=1 
where x E Rn, Ai is an n x n matrix, 0 < 71 < r2 < . . < 7k < r, 
4 E C([-Y, 01, Rn), the space of continuous functions from [-Y, 0] into 
Rn (n-dimensional euclidean space) and ~~(6) = x(t + 19) for 0 E [-Y, 01. 
For 4 E C([-Y, 01, Rn), define 
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Solutions to (2.1) exist and are unique on the interval [a, co). Hale and Cruz 
[2] give the following definition of stability for the difference operator. 
DEFINITION. Let X be a subset of C([o, co), P). D is said to be stable 
with respect to the class of functions YE if there are constants K > 0 and 
111 > 0 such that, for any q3 E C and h E &‘, the solution x = ~(4, h) of the 
functional equation 
satisfies 
If D is defined as above and if TJT~ is rational for each1 < i < k and 
1 < j < k and all roots of 
det [I - 5 A,~-Q] = 0 
k=l 
have moduli less than one, it is known that D is stable. 
In the applications the numbers TV represent time lags in the system, such 
as the communication time between two electrical circuits, response time in 
feedback control systems or the time it takes certain chemicals to be trans- 
ported through the blood stream. The point is that all the time lags 7i are 
merely estimates. It is therefore most important to know what effect small 
perturbations in the time lags will have on the stability of the system. In a 
well-behaved system we would expect stability to be preserved under small 
perturbations of initial conditions and parameters. We will give an example to 
illustrate that the operator in (2.1) does not generally enjoy this property. 
Take the simple example D(C) = 4(O) - a+(-1) - &$(-2) where a and b 
are real constants satisfying the inequalities a > 0, -1 < b < -(~/2)~ 
and a - b = ) a 1 + I b I > 1. Clearly D is stable with respect to C([u, co], R”) 
since the equation 1 - up-l - b~-~ = 0 has roots p = u/2 & (u2 + 4l1)l/~/2 
which have modulus (-b)1/2 which is less than one. 
Suppose now that 11 is an arbitrarily large even integer. We will show that 
the solution to x(t) = ux(t - 1) + bx(t - 2 - l/n) with initial function 
(b(0) = E sin@&) grows exponentially. This says that given any & > 0 there 
is an r > 0 such that 1 2 - r I < l 1 and Or(+) = b(O) - a+(-1) - &5(--r) 
is unstable, and therefore stability is not preserved under perturbations in 
the time lag. 
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The above equation can be solved directly in the following manner. For 
t E [0, l] we have 
x(t) = uc sin(nrr(t - 1)) + br sin(nfl(t - 2 - l/n)) 
-= (a - b) E sin(nrrt). 
FortE[1,2]wehave 
x(t) = a(a - b) E sin(nrr(t - 1)) + be sin(nr(t - 2 - I/n)) 
= (~(a - b) - b) E sin(n7rt). 
Continuing in this manner, it can be shown that the coefficient of E sin(nz-t) 
grows at least by a factor of (a - b) every two units of time, and hence it’s 
possible to bound this coefficient below by an exponential keat where (Y > 0 
and k > 0. Consequently I/ xt Il[-r,ol > At+ for all t > 0, and we have the 
desired result. 
This undesirable characteristic of the operator 
w = C(O) - M-1) - W---2) 
can be eliminated if we require 1 a 1 + 1 b 1 < 1. In this instance we have 
available a very direct method of obtaining a bound such as (2.2). It is as 
follows. For an arbitrary initial function 4 and function h in C([a, co), R) the 
equation can be solved directly. For any integer K it can be shown that the 
solution exists on [a, u + 2(k + l)] and satisfies 
II %+2k+2 Ilr-n.ol G Cl a I + I b II I/ %+2k: /lwJ1 + 2 II d IlLe.ol 
+2 sup 
t&+2k.o+2k+21 
I 44 - WI 9 
and hence, 
II s o+2k+2 I/[-2.01 G [I a I + I b II” II 4 llr-2.01 
+ 2 i [I a I + I b IF [II 4 h2.01 + 
3=0 t.b+::~23+*1 I h(t) - h(“)ll 
-G II 4 III-2.01 + 211 - I a I - I b II-’ [II + Ilr-2.01 + to[a=P+21 I WI - WI1 . 
Consequently inequality (2.2) follows with K = 1 + 2[1 - I a I - I b I]-’ 
and M = 2[1 - I a I - 1 b 11-r. 
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Suppose now that a, , a2 ,..., aK and 0 < hi f .** < 73 are real numbers. 
Consider the difference equation 
x(t) = i a5x(t - ~5) +4(O) - i a5d(--T5), 
34 3-4 
x, =+. (2.4) 
The preceding methods can be modified to supply a proof of the following 
statement. 
LEMMA. The following are equivalent. 
(A) There exists an E > 0 such that for all 
Uj E Q(Tj) = {T > 0: 1 7 - T2 j < E> 
the da@mce operator 
W) = d(O) - i d-5) 
3=1 
is stable. 
(B) i I a5 I < 1. 
131 
This lemma says that the only physically meaningful class of stable 
operators of the type (2.4) are those satisfying the inequality (B). 
Note that in the formulation of (2.4) we have allowed two or more of the 
time lags to be the same. In the applications it is certainly possible that two 
separate time lags might be quite close, and so it would be tempting to lump 
the two terms together. With regard to stability analysis this could be dis- 
astrous. For instance, the operator Da(#) = 4(O) - 8 6(-l) is stable, 
whereas the operator D,(b) = #J(O) - 2$(-l) + 3/%(- 1 - l/n) is unstable 
for arbitrarily large 7t. Therefore, one must be careful when modeling a 
physical system with time lags. 
For Eq. (2.1) a condition such as 
(2.5) 
will make the operator D(+) = #J(O) - ~~-, A~(-T~) stable.’ The method 
1 It seems possible to weaken condition (2.5) and still retain stability under perturba- 
tions m the lags. This is an interesting open problem. 
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of proof is the same as in the previous examples. This method of determining 
stability is easily adapted to a more general class of functional difference 
operators and is the subject of the following section. 
III. THE GENERAL FUNCTIONAL D WFERJZNCE EQUATION 
In the second section, we considered a particular functional difference 
equation which had solutions in the space of continuous functions. In the 
applications to neutral functional differential equations, it is sometimes 
necessary to speak of functional difference equations on the spaces L, or 
L, (see Melvin [4, 51). For th is reason, we divide this section into three 
parts. Part (A) deals with a class of functional difference equations on the 
space L, , part (B) on the space C and part (C) on one of the L, spaces. 
(A). The Solution Space L, 
For r#~ EL~([--Y, 01, R”), define the norm 
Suppose g is a function with domain Q C R x L&[--r, 01, Rn) and range in 
R* such that for any y E L,(R, Rn) (t, JJ~) E 52 for almost all t. Consider the 
following difference equation on L, . 
qt, Xt) = x(t) - g(4 %) = 0, x0 = 4, t 3 + (a.e.). (3-l) 
We assume that g satisfies additional conditions sufficient to insure the 
local existence of solutions to (3.1) for any (a, 4) E R x L, (see Melvin [5]). 
For y E L,(R, Rn) define G(y) (t) = g(t, yt), t E R. 
THEOREM 3.A.l. If g satisfies the above conditions and, for T E R, there 
are constants A > 0, (Y > 0, p E [0, 1) and /Y E [0, 1 - 8) such that for any 
S),T 
(4 II G(Y~) - WVI”,,,+,I G B ll~l II”,., a I + , for all y’, y2 EL, such that 
II Y’ II;--r.s+a, .-.<A,y81=y,2andyP(t)=OfortE[s,s+or],and 
(b) II Wl;“,.,+al . < P /I z II&.,,, for all z EL, such that I( z Il~‘+..8l < A 
and z(t) = 0, t E (s, s + OL], 
then there are constants K > 0 and a > 0 such that for any u 3 r and 
II 4 $“r,o, < A the sol&m ~(a, 4) to (3.1) satisjies 
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Proof. Choose the constants A > 0, ar > 0, /I E [0, 1) and #?’ E [0, 1 - p) 
in accordance with the hypotheses of the theorem. Let k be the greatest 
integer such that (K - 1) (Y < Y. Suppose that x is a solution to (3.1) and that 
for some s > T, jl x, Ilpr,al < A. We will show that 
We do this in a step-by-step manner over the intervals [s + A, s + (G + 1) a], 
e = 0, I)..., k - 1. 
For any t E R, define 2, by 
Then 
for 6 E [t - r, t], 
for B > t. 
II x IlC.s+a~ = IIGWllZs+a~ G II G(4 - WJIL+~I + II ‘Ws)lE.s+.~ 
G B II x lK+d + B’ II xs IlL.ol 9 
or 
II x Ks+d d [P/(1 - B)l II % IlL,ol * 
Suppose I/ x 11;oS,8+301 < p’/(l - /3)] I] x, ll~r,O, for some positive integer 
j < k. Then 
II x llE+m.s+(j+~~ < II GC4 - G(4s+3o)lI~+30:,S+~+l)arl + II G(~~+3ar)ll~~~or,sfoal 
G B II x ll~+2k,8+(3+l)al + PI/ %+3a! IlL.ol , 
or 
II II x L+G+1hl < VW - RI II Jcs lIL.ol 
and therefore, 
II x,+7 IIT-o-r,01 G [P/(1 - m II % IlL.01 . 
Since this is true for any s > 7, we can easily show that 
II x o+mr IlL.ol G r/w - mm II x.2 IIEr.01 for u > 7, 
and hence, 
II xt IlL.d < evhdP/(l - /%I (t - 0 - rYy> II xv IlL.d for t > a 3 7. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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We now consider Eq. (3.1) with a forcing term h EL,(R, Rn). 
(a e.) t > u 3 7, 
(3.2) 
THEOREM 3.A.2. Suppose that for some 7 E R, g satisjies the same conditions 
as in Theorem 3.A.l. Then there exist constants 6 > 0, A > 0, Kl > 0, K, > 0 
and a > 0 such that for any h E {h EL,: I/ h liE.m, < 6) and 11 C$ Ilr-r.Ol < A 
the solution x(a, c$, h) (t) to (3.2) exists for all t > u 2 T and satis$es 
11 xt IIf?‘-, ,o~ ,( Kle-a(t-“) II 4 &?,.,,I + K2 jof e-a(f-s) IIh llL,s+r~ ds. (3.3) 
Note 1. This theorem implies that if h, - 0 exponentially, i.e., there 
exist positive constants K3 and b such that 11 h Ilc-).,s+rl < K3evbs, and b < a, 
then 
I xt j/~c_T,o~ < KleC’(f-o) II 9 $Y’+ ,,I + K K [l/(a - b)] epet[e(Q-b)t , 2 3 - e(+-b)o] + 0 
exponentially as t -+ 00. If b > a, this result is obvious. 
Note 2. If the conditions of the theorem are satisfied and 11 h IIG,m, < 6 
and h, + 0 as t --+ CO, then ~,(a, 4) + 0 as t -+ co uniformly for 
114 li~r,aj < A and u >, 7. The proof is by a standard argument from 
ordinary differential equations (see Hale [I, p. 89, Example 2.31). Also if in 
the hypotheses of the theorem we can take A as large as we please [indepen- 
dently of LX, /I and /3l], then we may remove the restrictions on the norm of h 
and conclude that for any K > 0 the solution x(0,+, h) of (3.2) goes to zero 
as t -+ cx) uniformly with respect to u E [T, co) and I/ + IIFPrSol < K. 
Proof of Theorem 3.A.2. Choose constants -4, LX, /3 and jP as in the hypoth- 
eses of Theorem 3.A.l. Again let K be the greatest integer such that 
(K - 1) 01 < Y and s be any number greater than T. Choose 6 such that 
[/Y/(1 - ,6)] -4 + S/(1 - ,L3 - /3’) = A. Th is is done to insure that the 
solution to (3.3) with II $ jl~-r,s, < A remains less than 9 in norm for all 
future time. We make the following estimates. 
II x lILs+e~ = II ‘34 + h lIE.s+a~ 
< II (74 - W.dltA+m~ + I! G~W~,s+ar~ + I!h IlE.s+o~ 
< B II x IIC s+al + B1 II xs llL.o~ + II h /lLs+a~ 3 
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or 
II x Ilc.s+al < IBw - Bll II X8 llL.01 + (1 - K’II h Ilzsfal 
< PI/(1 - /3)] A + (1 - j3 - #?I)-’ 6 = A. 
Now suppose that for the positive integer j < K we have 
II x IIP s.s+jal G [P/(1 - @I II xs IIL.01 + C1 - B - P’s’>-’ II h lI~.s+jal * 
Then we can easily show that 
II x llE+3a.s+(I+lhl 
G [P/(1 - PI II % IlL.ol + (1 - B - W’ II h Ilts.s+G+IM < A. 
Using the principle of induction, we conclude 
II XL?+, IL-,ol G wu - RI II X8 IlL.ol + (1 - B - lw II h IL+rl - 
We may use this inequality inductively to show 
II %+Tcr IlL.01 G [P/U - 811” II x0 IlL.ol 
k-l 
+ (1 - B - BY 1 IF/(1 - P)lk-i-l II h lIE+jr.~+u+l)rl 9 
j=O 
for any positive integer k. Now let 
a = -wdB1/(l - /WI/r, 
Kl = ear and K, = ((1 - B)/la(l - B - 8’11> KI - 
Then 
11 xt ll~r.o~ < KleFa(t-“) II 4 II?O-r.o~ + KS lt e-o(t-s) IIh ll?H.8++t~ 4 
which is the desired result. 
(B) The Solution Space C 
We suppose now that 4 E C([-r, 01, Rn) and thatg is a continuous mapping 
from R x C([-Y, 01, R”) into Rn. As before, we consider the equation 
q4 xt) = x(t) - g(4 xt) = a x0 = q5, t > (1. (3.4) 
If there is to be a continuous solution to (3.4), we must have D(o, +) = 0. 
Hence we restrict ourselves to this class of initial conditions. We further 
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assume that g satisfies additional conditions sufficient to insure local existence 
of solutions (see Melvin [3]). Finally, in order that the analysis in 1II.A be 
applicable, we require that for any s E (--I, 0) and function 4 continuous on 
[-Y, S] and (s, 0] g(t, 4) is defined. Thi s is not a severe restriction. 
For any function, y, continuous on (-co, S] and (s, co), s arbitrary, define 
G(y) (t) = g(t, yJ for all t. Corresponding to the theorems in II1.A we have 
the following. 
THEOREM 3.B. 1. If g satisjes the aforementioned conditions and, for T E R, 
there are constants -4 > 0, OL > 0, /3 E [0, 1) and fll E [0, 1 - 8) such that for 
an-v s > r 
(a) II WY’) - G(Y~)II~~.~+~I < B II y’ hs+.~ for all yl, Y* such that 
Y’ E C([s - I, s + 4, R”), II y1 ll[s--r.s+a~ < 4 Y* E C([s - r, ~1, R”), y”(e) = 0 
for 0E (s, s + a] andy: =yz, and 
(b) II G(41rs,s,~ G 8’ II z /l~s--c.s~ for all x 6 C([s - r, 4 W, 
Ii 2 ll[s-r.s~ < A and z(e) = 0, 0 E (s, s + 4, 
then there are constants K > 0 and a > 0 such that for any 0 > T and 
I/ 4 il[--7.01 < A the solution, ~(a, $), to (3.4) satisfies 
II +J, +)IIL.~I d Ke-a(t-o) II #J II[L,..~I . 
THEOREM 3.B.2. Suppose that for some T E R, g satisjies the same conditions 
as in Theorem 3.B.l. Then there exist constants S > 0, Kl > 0, K, > 0 and 
a :> 0 such that for any h E {h E C(R, R”): 11 h lj[7,m) < S> and 4 E C such that 
II + l/[--7.0~ < A and W, 6) = h(o) th e solution ~(a, 4, h) (t) to the initial 
value problem 
D(t, 4 = h(t), % =A 
exists in C for all t > u 3 7 and satisfies 
D(u, $1 = h(u) (3.5) 
II -yt lI[-r,o~ < Kle-a(t-o) II d Il[-r,ol + K2 1” e-a(t-s) I! h Ilrs-r,s+r~ ds. (3.6) (r 
The proofs of these two theorems are precisely the same as for Theorems 
3.A.1 and 3.A.2, and so we omit the details. 
These theorems are extremely useful in the stability analysis of functional 
differential equations of the form 
(44 W, 4 = f (t, it), 
where D is as above and f: R x C -+ R” is continuous. 
The special case where g(t, 4) is linear in 4 is treated by Hale and Cruz [2]. 
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(C) The Solution Space L, 
Suppose now that 4 E L,([-Y, 01, IF) and that the norm on L, is denoted by 
Let g be a function with domain Sz C R x L, and range in Rn such that for 
any y E L,(R, Ii”), (t, yt) E Q for almost all t. Consider the difference equation 
qt, *t) = 0, *, =+, t > u (a.e.). (3.7) 
Again assume that for each (u, +) E R x L,([-Y, 01, R”) there exists a 
local solution to (3.7) and define G(y) (t) = g(t, y,) for any y EL,(R, Rn). 
THEOREM 3.C.l. If g satisjes the above conditions and, for T E R, there are 
constants A > 0, OL > 0, /3 E [0, 1) and fll E [0, 1 - p) such that 
,, ,,Jyl II W - GbllIp,,,+,~ d B II * llr$,s+al for all x3 Y EL, such that 
x Ls r.s+orl d 4 ys = *, and ~(4 = 0 fm 0 E h s + 4 
(b) II G(~)llL,s+m] \ < P SUPOL-~I II Y$+O Il~o.aI for aa Y EL, such that 
ii ys ilfm7.01 < A a&y(e) = ofor fl E [s, s + 4. 
Then there are constants K > 0, 6 > 0 and a > 0 such that for any u > r 
and I\$ llr-r,Ol < 6 the solution x(u, #) to (3.7) exists and satisjes 
II 4~~ bKr.o~ < Keeact-“) II d llLo~ . 
Proof. Choose the constants A, OL, /I and /P in accordance with the hypoth- 
eses of the theorem. Let k be the largest integer such that (K - 1) (Y < Y. 




II xs+e Ilf-a.01 G AI@ + 1). 
We will show that 
SUP II %+7+.+e llL.01 G wu - I41 eE;yro, II *s+e Ild..ol 3 (3.8) 
bd-r.01 
which may then be used inductively to demonstrate that 
(for 6 small enough). 
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If we choose 6 = A/(2k + 2) we can easily verify that 
SUP II %7+,+eIl~-)-a.ol G AI@ + 1) 
eet-r.01 
provided II4 llf-T,ol < 6. The theorem follows at once from the above mequal- 
ities. 
The inequality (3.8) is verified in a step-by-step manner. First suppose 
that t E [s, s + a]. Then 
/I xt IIL~I = I/ .r IILI = II G(Mt-o.t~ 
< II G(.x) - WLllft-,A + II WLNL, 
< B II x lIL.tl + B’ eE;p;P--Dl II xt-a+8 G.d 
01 
II % IlL.ol < EB’IU - RI $-;P-,, II Xt+e ll~a.01 9 
Therefore, 
for all t E [s, s + a]. (3.9) 
We may repeat the above steps to show that for t E [s + (II, s + 2or] we have 
II Xt IlL.ol < W(l - I41 SUP II Xt+e llL.01 
ed--r.-al 
and hence, 
= [P/(1 - RI eE”,“,Po, II %+e ilr”-e.01 
SUP II %+e /IL.01 = SUP /I X:t+e /If--a.01 * 
e&r.01 e&r,24 
This process may be continued k + 1 times to yield inequality (3.8). 
We may now modify the proof of Theorem 3.A.2 with the above ideas to 
obtain Theorem 3.C.2 below. 
THEOREM 3.C.2. Suppose that fm some T E R, g satisfies the conditions 
of Theorem 3.C.l. Then there exist positive constants 6, A, Kl , K, and a 
such that for any h E (h E &(I, R”) f or an arbitrary compact interval 
I C R: 11 h, Il~r.Ol < S} and II 9 I~~~~.ol < 6 the solution ~(a, 4, h) (t) to 
D(t, xt) = h(t) (a.e.), x, = +, exists for all t > CJ > 7 and satisfies 
II xt ll?)-r.o~ < K1e-a(*-r) II 4 l/L.o~ + K2 s” e-a(t-s) IIh llf.-r.s+7~ ds. (3.8) 
(r 
409/4w3-9 
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As mentioned before, the bounds developed in this section turn out to be 
extremely useful in determining stability properties of neutral functional 
differential equations. We will try to emphasize this fact in some of the exam- 
ples to follow. 
IV. EXAMPLES 
1. The difference operator in Eq. (2.4) was 
3=1 
If xi-, 1 a, 1 < 1, then the hypotheses of all the theorems in Section III will be 
satisfied. 
2. Let 
x(t) = Q x(t - K(t)) + 8 x(t - a) (a.e.), 
K(t) = 2a + eu - t, for t E [da, (e + 1) a), G any integer. 
II ‘?r>llts.s+a~ = s”” I #Y(T - 4)) + QY(~ - 41 d7 
s 
,< 8 I’+’ 1 J’(T - k(T))1 dT+ 8 1 y(T - u)I dT s 1”‘” 8 
<Q [f= 1 Y(2T - (t + 1) u)I dT + j-r 1 Y(27 - (t + 2) a) dT] 
+ Q 1”‘” 1 y(T - U)j dT 
s 
+ % j”’ 1 Y(T)1 dT, 
8-a 
where G is chosen such that da E [s, s + u). Hence, 
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and so the hypotheses are satisfied with arbitrary A, (Y = a, /3 = 0 and 
p = $ 
3. We now gtve an example of a nonhnear difference operator. 
W) = 9X0) - 422(--r)l[l + P-y)l, IalGl, 
g(4) = a+‘(-y)/[l + 42(-y)1. 
Again we may take p = 0. Since -Y is the only time lag appearing, we 
take OL = Y. Note that (d/u!r) (ss/(l + s2)) < 3, and so we have 
/I G(411&.,+,1 d Prl’Vl Ii xt /IL,o~ . 
The constant A can be chosen arbitrarily, and we may conclude that the 
estimates of Theorems 3.C.l and 3.C.2 are valid for any A. The same argu- 
ment holds on C and L, . 
4. Let O(9) = $(O) - a+“(-r) (a.e.), 4 cL,([--t, 01, R”) so that 
gw = 4+y)* 
If 4(--r) IS defined and Id(-y)I ,( 6, then 
l&)1 = I 43(-y)l G I a I b2 I4(-r)l 
and hence 
In the hypotheses of Theorems 3.A.l and 3.A.2, we may take OL = I, 
fi=OandAsuchthatIa)A2<1. 
5. Finally, we give an application of these results to stability properties 
of neutral functional differential equations. 
Consider the scalar equation 
k(t) + e2(t - Y)/[l + *‘(t - r)] + bx(t) = 0 (a.e.), 
5, = 4, lalcl, b > 0, 
(3.9) 
where 4 is absolutely continuous and has an L, derivative. Local existence 
and uniqueness of solutions to this equation are proved in Melvin [4]. 
Define the function V(I,!J), for all 1,8 EL, such that #(O) and 4(-y) exist, by 
V($> = +[NO) + allr”(-y)/U + #*(-YNI’ 
+ 01 J-u, I)“(e) [l - ty”(e)/Y]-’ [$J”(@ - e/r]-’ df7. 
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If xt is a solution to (3.9) for t E [a, u + ~1, E > 0, we define 
V’(J) = pi W~(%+,) - V(J)], 
for 4 E D(V) = (+ EL,: q(O) and q( -T) exist), 
= -q(o) [&9 + &-Ml + y&y))] + 4w 
- $p(-y)/[l +~(-~lll” 
- (dr) Jy)y@ [l - 2@v)/~ +#“(q [l - $&WI-” 
x #ye) - eiy-j-2 de. 
Choose 01 = ba2/2 and notice that 
ys, e) = (1 - 2esyy + s4)j[(i - espy) (~2 - ely)l 2 1, 
for all -Y < t9 < 0 and s E R1. 
This inequality implies that 
I O e(e) [I - 2e&eyy + &e)] [I - e&e)jy]-2 [p(e) - e/y]-2 de -r 
= s O e(e) [i - e&e)/+1 #ye) - ejy]-l h&e), e) de --7 
3 s O e(e) [i - e&(eyy]-l [p(e) - e/y]-1 de. --z 
Letting R = max(r, I), we have 
V(d) < - [ba2/(2R)] V(& - + b(l - a”/@ [&I) + a@(-~)/[1 + &-r)1]2 
- 4 b(1 - a2)&0) 
< - [ba2/W1 vCd> 
This implies that I’(&,) + 0 exponentially. Since 
[D&)]” = [A+) + uqt - r)/[l + *“(t - Y)]]" < V(&), 
we must also have [D(&)12 + 0 exponentially and of course 1 @.$)I -+ 0 
exponentially. Combined with Theorem 3.C.2 this implies that /) R, #-,.,, + 0 
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exponentially, and hence 11 xt (]t-r,sl has a uniform bound. Finally, we define 
the function W’(#) = 42(O) and for x a solution to (3.9) we define 
w4 = p$ ww%+h)- w761= %(O) [-4-W +&-a - W(O)l, 
for all #J s.t. 4(-r) is defined. 
Then 
TqxJ = -2M(t) - 2&X(t) S(t - r)/[l + k”(-r)] 
= -2bW(x,) - 2ax(t) SJ‘yt - r)/[l + 92(-Y)]. 
The last term in this expression goes to zero exponentially as t + co. Hence 
W(.r,) = x2(t) + 0 exponentially as t -+ co, and we may conclude that the 
zero solution of (3.9) is globally exponentially asymptotically stable. 
V. CONCLUSIONS 
In Section III we gave some exponential bounds for certain classes of 
functional difference equations which are extremely useful in the study of 
neutral functional differential equations. In Section II we have sought to 
justify our restriction to a very special class of operators by pointing out that 
for a certain class of linear difference equations our special hypotheses rule 
out only the physically undesirable equations. Example 5 of Section 4 gives 
an interesting application of the results to the stability of a particular neutral 
functional differential equation. The method used is a double application 
of Liapunov’s direct method. These results can be generalized and will be 
the subject of a future paper. 
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